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INTRODUCTION. 

Of all the fields of horticultural practice in 

which venerable "rule of thumb" methods have long been 

followed, none would seem to exceed tho field of vegeta- 

tive plant propogation in the lack of sound scientific 

knowledge to back up its practices, or to instigate new 

methods. After twothousand years or more, budding and 

grafting are still frequently "hit and miss" operations. 

The reasons for failures in these operations are often 

unknown. In fact, about all vie do seem to know concern- 

ing these practices is that cambium layers must unite 

(in a way we do not understand) and that drying out of 

ho :er.;Uers of the union must be prevented, if success 

is to follow. 

It vias, and still is debated whether or not 

there are such things as "imperfect unions" in grafting. 

Sorne writers, Waugh, etc., believed that if a graft 

"took", and grew, the union was made, and a union was a 

union; thus not admitbin the possibility of an "imper- 
feet union.?? If the graft was really imperfect, it was 

supposed that the scion would never grow at ali. Other 

horticulturists have believed in the possibility of having 

11iniperfect unions" persisting in living, growing grafted 

trees. Such unions would be supposed to result in poor 

growth above the graft, and in poor root growth, perhaps. 

In a way, some light has been thrown on the problem by 

some recent work on crown-gaul.4n apple, in the mid-western 
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states; also in some work b7 Dr. Foberts (I) at the Wiscon- 

sin Experiment Station. 
It now seems certain that there are such things 

as poor or imperfect unions in Pyrus grafts, and that the 

result is connorLly seen in nurseries and orchards, as poor 

uneven growth of the tops. Obviously, as Roberts lias 

pointed out, so-càlled Ustockt! influences on the scion are 
readily modified by poor unions at point of raftage. 'ith 
these facts in mind, the present studies in structure of 

Pyrus stems, etc. were undertaken. 

ATERIAL and METHODS. 

Material was selected to show as clearly a pos- 

sible, the structure and development of such parts of' the 

sterns of Pyrusas.are apparently most vitally concerned in 

the processes of ßrafting and the growth of the graft or 

bud after union has taken place. Also a few other features 
were recorded, that were incidentally observed while ma1cin 

above studies. Also, attention was paid to viriacions of 

tissues (as they appear in cross-sections) of fruitful and 

of poorly vegetative, non-fruitful spurs of apple. Material 
selected was dormant, in most cases, and was taken from 

orchard trees of ¿ood commercial varieties in the college 

orchards, and other orchards near Corvallis. Stems and 

spurs of both pear and apple riere studied. SectIons were 

cut from fresh material or from Ucellodion block" as occa- 

sion demanded. Stains usod in all casos viere "safranin" 

and "light green'T. It was found that two hours in safranin, 
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instead of twenty-four, was giving best recuits, and no de- 

staining was done. Results viere that the green of the 

phloem stayed brilliant, and the red, espocally of bast 

fibers, was clear, sharp, intense scarlet color. 

ÛPSPP ITA PT (NS - 

First, the appearance of vigorous fruitful spurs 

(in cross-section) is contrasted with the appearance of 

weak, non-fruitful spurs, of an age of five to seven years 

in both cases. 

The first.case shows strong development of all 

parts, including many rows of xylem vessels, phloem cells, 

arid often more than one ring of bast fibers. Bast often 

shows up as a broken ring, several rows of cells in width, 

in the pericylic region, with an inner ring, much thinner, 

often only one row of bast cells in width. But contrasted 

with this vigorous spur, the weak spur shows greatly 

reduced xylem rows in each annual ring, and still iore 

greatly reduced phloem region, (which is in good accord 

with Curtis' work on p11oem), and strangely enough, bast 

fibers appear to be entirely absent in some cases, or 

appearing as a very much crushed, almost disintegrated, 

mass in other cases. then so crushed, this area fails to 

take any red of safranin stain at all. ITere it may be 

noted that Dr. Ekerson (2) f ound that bast fibers in 

healthy apple shoots were the most highly acid members or 

tissues in the stem. Evidently they lose their acidity 

when they cease functioning. Just why the developnent of 
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bast fibers should respond so markedly to changes in food 

supply or vigor of the spur is a hard question to answer. 

Of course, the flweakU spur has less need for bast fibers to 

strengthen it, since a large part of the diameter of the 

spur is hard, dead xylem, which furnishes plenty of mechan- 

ical strength. 

In studying spurs, some sections viere made to 

show the crotching, or branching, as occurs in pear trees. 

In this connectïon, it was found that in crotches of small 

ster:s, the xylem vessels entering a branch fror!1 a main stem 

all enter the branch from below, none of the vessels curvii 

around or entering from above. This condition in Pyrus is 

important, and is contrary to diagrams frequently given in 

text books. Very likely such diagrams may show the true 

arrangement in branching of such species as various oaks, 

where the peculiar right-angled type of crotching prevails. 

But in many branches in Pyrus, the food and water supply 

must enter the branch very largely from below, because the 

phloem cells on the upper side of a branch also curve 

around at the base of the branch, and join phloem cells 

coming up from below on the main stem. The result is that 

in big old t1V' shaped crotches of Pyrus, we often see the 

inner faces of the limbs in the crotch "hollowed out," 

exhibiting concave surfaces. And the hollowing out results 

in colloction of water, ot organisms, etc., with eventual 

decay at a very vita], point in the tree's structure. 

Finally, a heavy crop splits the tree apart. T'ne cambium 
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at the very base of the V, in "bad" crtoches often seems to 

become almost dormant after the first year, and so is soon 

partly buried and "left behInd" by the rapid growth of the 

cambium up on the two sides of the crotch. But the cambium 

of these two sides fail to unite in sharp crotches. Fre- 

quently we see trees with large low limbs that appear to 

remain quite separate and distinct clear dovm to g'ound. 

Obviously there Is very little holding such trees "Together." 

To find out vihy all xylem vessels enter young 

branches of Pyrus, from below, lead to a study of branch 

and leaf traces. Cross and radial sections of such traces 

were made, to get all possible viewpoints of the phenomenon. 

The first lack of knowledge encountered was that no one 

seemed to have found out how far branch or leaf traces ex- 

tend dovm the stem from the node at which they emerge. It 

was known that bhey often "run" down two or three nodes. 

Leaf traces originate in the young growing tip, at the base 

of the embryonic leaf, and grow up and down the stern, from 

this point. This constituted all the available knowledge 

on the subject. At this time the author became interested 

in the phyllotoxy (3) of Pyrus stems, and its bearing on the 

leaf trace problem. In Western Oregon, Pyrus usually has 

3/8 phyilotoxy, although it may have 2/5 in some cases, and 

perhaps some varieties. Phyllotaxy is purely a study of 

external arrangement of appendages, but it appeared that 

there might be an internal arrangement that would correspond 
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to, or explain, the external one. It now seems thct such 

:1s the case. hy should each bud (or leaf) on a stem of' 

Pyrus be separated by seven buds or leaves from the first 

bud directly below, or above, the original bud? The most 

logical answer would be that in a 3/8 phyllotxy the buds 

on a stem are laid down in "units of 8" so to speak, and 

the leaf or branch traces would in such case extend the 

full length of the eight nodes, (with a slight overlapping, 

apparently.) In actual work it was found that lateral 

leaf traces exL;end down the stem three or four nodes, 

depending on whether the trace is to right, or to the left 

of the median trace. The median leaf trace extends 

slightly over eight nodes and the two branch traces extend 

down eight nodes, likewise. 

T'ne obvious results of this arrangement would be 

that any given cross-section of a stem should show (in 3/8 

phyllotxy) thiÍty-two to thirty-four traces in various 

stages of development. This was found to be the case in 

the material studied. These traces are represented in 

their lower extremities by compact groups of primary xylem 

cells, crowded in next to the pith cells, and separated 

from each other by "double" or "triple" row rays, or by 

"fingers" of the pith. As we follow these traces upward 

in the stem, the groups of primary xylem enlarge, then the 

whole group finally swings out away from the pith, and 

passes through the cortex to the base of the bud or petiole 
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of the leaf. rre important thing here is that at the time 

the trace swings outward, it "carries with It" all of the 

xylem colis lying between the trace and the cambiurn, on 

that side of the stem. Laterally these xylem cells and the 

trace are bounded by walls of almost continuous large 

double rays, many cel].s long and quite wIde. Ray develop- 

ment is far more marked here, than at other points in the 

stem. The obvious result is that wo have formed practi- 

cally a "conduitt' system, boxing in the elements conducting 

water and food to the hudor leaf. There is no easy avenue 

of escape for the water supply once it enters this system, 

till it arrives at its destination, le., the bud or leaf. 

We have learned in recent years that food and 

water travel up a tree's circumference In almost a straight 

vertical path, spreading out laterally hut very little, 

normally. Thus, big roots lie directly under big limbs. 

Histologically we find very little arrangement in the stem 

for conduction around the stem. Xylem vessels are wide 

open at the ends, and have only minute perforations on the 

sides. Ray cells have more pits on tangential walls than 

on radial walls, and so do not conduct well tangentially, 

le., across the ray. 

The final result is that, according to Roberts 

(1), a bud grows well if the vessels In direct line wIth 

it and helow have an abundant supply of food and water. 

This fact was made use of by Dr. Roberts in improving on 
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present practices in crafting, and with very marked success. 

The effects on the growth of the graft appear to "hold 

over" for several years at least, following the grafting, 

and probably are permanent effects. 

BRANCH TRACES. 

Some special slides were made to show something 

of the detailed structure of branch traces. Just 'íhat a 

branch trace is made up of does not seem to he mentioned 

:in any of the literature available. It was found that the 

trace, just before it leaves the stoni, and is therefore in 

the cortical region, appears as a group of well-differen- 

tiated enbryonic leaf and branch traces. These are to 

supply the first eight nodes of the young stem, present in 

embryo form in the mature bud whose branch trace we 

studying. Thus the number of small traces appearing in 

cross-section of this mature branch trace is again thirty- 

two to thirty-four. This fact regarding the location of 

the traces for the first oight leaves at the base of the 

branch is of interest because it helps to explain why the 

first leaves at the base of a branch, or on spur, cluster, 

base, etc. usually attain very small size, often die young 

and drop off, and the buds in axils of such leaves rarely 

develop in subsequent seasons. The traces supplying these 

nodes are all crowded, in part of their course, into the 

single original branch trace, which never attains any great 

size, being made up of only primary xylem cells. 

Finally, attention was turned to the possibility 
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of leaves actually appearing in "units of eight" in the 

growth of spurs of Pyrus. The cluster base of a blossom- 

ing spur on apple, shows its leaves well unfolded weeks 

before the leaves of the lateral shoot, from the same spur 

bud, are unfolded. It was found that "healthy" spurs, (at 

least moderately vigorous) have a cluster base bearing 

eight leaves, in a 3/8 phyllotaxy; the tip of the cluster 

base being occupied by six (sometimes seven) blossoms. 

Apparently the young flower prirnordia are not 

laid down in strong, fruiting spurs, until the full "set" 

of eight leaves has been formed in embryo. Weak spurs 

occasionally bloom with only three or four leaves on the 

cluster base, but they are all obviously too weak to "set" 

fruit, or carry it to maturity. Fruitful spurs are thus 

only those spurs with cluster base carrying full set of 

eight leaves. Or if the branch is of 2/5 phyllotaxy, ten 

leaves or two whole sets of five leaves each are laid dovm 

on the cluster hase before the blossom primordia are formed. 

Here it may be noted that apparently "cluster 

bases" are really formed in both fruit buds and loaf buds, 

in apple. When a leaf bud on a stem of 2/5 phyllotoxy 

starts to grow, a set of five leaves is unfolded, much 

resembling the leaves on the cluster base of a blossoming 

. 
,, T, spur. After unfolding this set, the spur appears to rest 

for awhile before any of the leaves of the shoot proper are 

unfolded. On April twentieth, on the same day the "cluster 

base" of the leaf-buds showed five unfolded leaves (one 
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"set" of leaves on 2/5 phyllotxy, the whole tree being 

of 2/5 phyllotaxy) all of the fruit-bud cluster-bases on 

the same tree showed two "sets" or ten leaves unfolded. 

This is regarded as striking evidence for the extra vigor 

of' fruiting spurs, and for the theory of the "unit" method 

by which the leaves and buds appear to be laid dovm in the 

spurs of apple. It is also of interest to note that no 

apple spur leaf buds have been seen to unfold less than 

five leaves (one unit) during a season. 

In this connection it should he pointed out that 

in horticultural literature a rather important fact has 

been overlooked by more than one observer, probably; namely, 

that most all growth in trees of Pyrus is of the "deter- 

minate" type. All leaves that unfolded on any stem or spur 

in one year are "Jaid dovrn" in embryo form in the bud the 

year previous. Thus in a way it may be said that the maxi- 

mum length of growth any shoot will make in a year is really 

"fixed" the year before. So in apple spurs, it WaS found 

that where a spur unfolded only five leaves in a year, the 

length of the spur growth was proportionately short, the 

diameter was small, and the spur non-fruitful. But ii' 

eight or more leaves were unfolded, the diameter was ater, 

the length usually longer, and the spui is ordinarily 

fruitful. Of course, spurs may grow too long, too vegeta- 

tively, to form fruit buds. But with usual lengths of spur 

growths on mature trees, the diameter (or secondary thick- 

ening) of a spur growth seems to be sharply decreased vihen 
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only five leaves are unfolded during the season by the 

growth in question. That amount of secondary thickening 

is very closely linked with fruit bud formation (Roberts 

(2)) cannot be doubted. And unquestionably, the number of 

leaves laid down in embryo in the bud is determined by 

supply of carbohydrates and nitrogen, temperature, etc. 

but probably chiefly nitrogen. Surmiing up, then, there is 

here presented scientific evidence for the orchard practice 

of starting two years in advance to build. an orchard crop 

of fruit in Pyrus. 1-looker, in one of his viorks (4) has 

remarked that "spring application of nitrogen on bearing 

trees did not cause a greater number of leaves to forni on 

spurs of fertilized trees.' But naturally, if such growth 

is determinate, he should not have expected any such 

increase from fertilizer of any kind, unless possibly, in 

the very extreme amounts. Spring application of nitrogen 

may, however, increase the size of' the leaves put forth in 

apple. (Roberts). 

In conclusìon it may be said that it is becoming 

increasingly evi4ent in late years that while hisolo:ical 

studies in st:cture can explain nany things, the type of 

structure itself is apparently determined, in turn, by 

protein differentiations of the cell cytoplasm, which is 

supposed to be due to changes in environment, or heredity, 

ebc. Nevertheless, studies in stem structure may reveal 

the how and why of many external phenomenaai, of which we 

are still in the greatest ignorance. 
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STTh'I1iìARY. 

The length of leaf traces Is dependent on phyllo- 

te.xy, and differs amont iteral and edi:.: traces Branch 

traces extend downward through the full length of eight 

Internodes, in Pyrus of 3/8 phy1lotay, and then appear to 

swing out to join the branch trace feeding the bud at that 

node. 

A new conception is advanced as to the nature of 

branch traces, and a reason is given for certain buds fail- 

Ing to develop. 

"Cluster bases" unfolding less than eight leaves 

(as counted at blossom time) are not fruitful. These eight 

loaves constitute a "unit" of growth of 3/8 phyllotaxy, the 

common leaf arrangement in Pyrus in the Villiamette Valley. 

The first of these leaves unfolded, drop off vary soon, and 

are often not noticed because of their smallness. 

"Cluster bases" are probably actually present in 

both leaf-buds and fruit-buds of Pyrus spurs. 

"Secondary thickening" of xylem is greatly reduced 

in spurs unfolding only five leaves (one unit of 2/5 phyl- 

lotexy) in a season. 

Similarly, spurs (non-fruiting) unfolding eight 

or ten leaves, makes a satisfactory growth or secondary 

thickening, and form fruit-buds. 

Spurs of extremely low vigor, were found to he 

characterized by partial disintegration of the hast fibers, 

and a great reduction in acidity of the same. 
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Some new evidence is presented concerning spur development 

to show why the apple or pear grower must begin to work for 

his crop two and one-half years before lie harvests it, if 

he is to have good annual crops. 
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATES 

Plat.e I. Longitudinal Section 

Crotch in a twig of Pyrus communis. Note at "AT' 

how the phloem and cortical regions are cons tricted, indie 

eating that very little growth or conduction is taking 

place at this point. Also note that the xylem vessels all 

enter the branch from below, and none from the upper part 

of' the main stern. 

Plate II. Radial Section, through a branch trace at a node 

in one shoot of Pyrus. 

(A) Note that large number of cells curve outward 

with the spiral vessel of the branch trace. (B), Trace, 

(spiral vessels) following down along the pith, from above, 

These minute vessels seem to be the "origin" of a trace 

supplying the eighth bud above, (in line with) the bud 

shovm in this plate. 

Plate III. Cross Section of a stem just below a node. 

Showing details of structure of' a branch trace 

(A) in cortical region, (Pyus molus). The trace includes 

thirty-two embryonic traces of "bundles"; the whole group 

making a rough, partially formed octagonal figure. "B" ïs 

a lateral leaf trace. 

Plate IV. A leaf trace at different stages of development. 

(A) Just leaving the pith, to swing out to the 

petiolo of' the leaf. 

B) Trace is well out toward cortex, Note how 

the "arms" of the pith and the heavy rays "wall in" the 
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trace on its course out and up to the leaf. 

Plate V. Details of structure and arrangement of complé- 

mentary parts of the trace or "Bundle". 

(A) Noto great increase in the rnmiher of fiber 

cells (thick-walled cells) present, and the reduced nurriber 

and size of xylem vessels. 

Plate VI. Cross-Section. A seven year old spur of Pyrus 

malus. 

Note the ei&ht large double rays. Note that they 

are continuous throughout the whole seven years' growth 

"rings" of the xylem area, and that they show plainly the 

phyflot.xy of the spur. Thus each one of the eight areas 

is "blocked off" from the rest of the stem as far as con- 

duc tion is concerned. 
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